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Dear committee members  

I believe from the incident reports around Ashby are to be at the weekends only & none of the reports  that 
have been provided by the police in and around the lamb are from sun to thursday, this indicates that there is 
no crime and disorder, public safety & public nuisance in the week days and nights. 

The temporary events notice is mon tues wed from 11pm to 12am, i understand that this extra hour will 
benefit the people that are not working to have this extra hour for the festive season to enjoy themselves. This 
does not mean the pub will be full like the weekends, but is still worth opening for those few extra people that 
want to enjoy there festive season. 

From the report there has been one serious incident inside in the lamb inn, that was delt with by our door staff 
, police was further involved to find the suspects of the incident, the other 8 reports are the door staff doing 
there jobs by refusing entry to the challenge under 21 rule and people that look under the influence of alcohol 
by the Coalville cctv unit. 

Out of the 122 reports the 8 reports in and around the lamb inn are there door staff doing there job to prevent 
the crime and disorder.  

We have 32 cctv cameras around the premises on a DVR unit keeping surveillance footage of any incidents 
that may occur. 

we are experienced responsible operators of two businesses and we are having door staff in both premises 
during the festive seasons, I would like to point out that this is not a condition on our license to have door 
staff  but chose to to help from crime and disorder.  

The three crowns is nothing to do with the lamb as indicated in the objection notice but yet has been granted 
late license for the festive season until 01.30 on certain days. 

We are also linked in with the Coalville cctv unit radio link, we have in house radio mic’s that are also linked 
with the other pubs around ashby to notify of any problems that may occur, this demonstrates that we 
promote the license objectives as this are not conditions of the premises license. 

We have recently reformed pub watch as i am the chairman, this insures that premises are aware of any issues 
that are delt with accordingly  

There is a pre christmas pub watch meeting arranged for the benefit of all operators in the ashby area. 

Should the TEN be granted we will operate the premises under the same licensing conditions. 

As the police have pointed out The Lamb Inn is in a saturation zone identified in the council’s policy, in the 
statement of licensing policy 4.0 it states The provisions of the saturation policy do not apply to TEN 
application. 

We have previously applied for the christmas extension hours for the last two years and have not been refused 
& have no incidence of crime and disorder linking to the Lamb inn on these TEN’s. 

Sam Wallis 


